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Brian Hoffman’s hypothesis of the EKG’s 

PR interval’s anatomical locations on canis.  

Hoffman had performed his experiments on 

many Animalia’s special conductive tissues 

(SCT).      

Anthony Damato’s updated revision of 

Hoffman’s hypothesis.  Damato’s main 

contribution was elongation of the atrium 

wave, in which it overlaps with the AV 

node wave.   

These two individuals are considered pioneers in the field of electrophysiology 
for their work in discovery of anatomical sites within the heart without 
experimentation on human beings.  
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saahECG

Hoffman and Damato’s prediction 

of intervals within the PR interval.  

We first began scanning and 

recording these signals on animal 

and human body surfaces in 2015.   
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The following slide shows invasive EP; 
invasive EP can only test for Bundle of 
His signals.  It cannot test for the SAN, 
AVN, or Bundle Branches.  
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Atrial wave peak 

His Bundle wave peak 

No bundle branch wave

No AVN wave 

Bundle branches wave
Total 5~6 waves in P-RInvasive 

method 

Non-invasive

method
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Left: saah EKG
Right:  overlap of saah EKG 
(red) + traditional EKG 
(green)

Accordingly, with anatomical 
sites, the bundle branch 
wave is located to the left of 
the Q wave.  The Bundle of 
His wave is located to the 
left of this bundle branch 
wave. 

In normal, healthy 
individuals, the bundle 
branch wave’s amplitude is 
greater than the Bundle of 
His wave.  This is due to the 
fact that the Bundle of His 
wave is one-way, and the 
bundle branch wave 
separates into two-ways, 
thus it should display greater 
electrical potential.
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Pb
The only one wave in
saahEKG, is bundle branch
Wave.

If decline, half absence, all 
disappearance, distance widening, 
shortening, etc., can be patterns of 
identification for various diseases
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If an individual is capable of undergoing a regular EKG scan, regardless of age, gender or ethnicity, they are capable of 
undergoing a saah EKG scan.  Only two wavelets exist in the HV interval:  Bundle of His and Bundle Branches.  In the self-
conduction system, the Bundle of His is a one-way electrical pathway.  The bundle branch wave is divided into left and 
right bundle branches.  Therefore, there can only be two wavelets in the HV interval.  This cannot be increased, nor can 
these wavelets be missing.  If such instance occurs, abnormality will be present.  
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6 individual healthy examples:  
Different ages and genders.  Ages vary 3-102 y/o.  
Within the HV interval, there are only 2 wavelets.    
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saah EKG anatomical location comparison illustration

saah EKG
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SAN

Atrial

AVN

His bundle

Bundle branches

Purkinje’s

Ventricular 

Special Conduction 

Tissue (SCT) cells  

Every membrane 

contains specific 

thresholds and their 

relation to traditional 

EKG’s waveform.  

These SCT thresholds 

are hidden within the 

waveform.  
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saahEKG waveform 
comparison with 
SCT cell thresholds.  
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Case One
LBBB(Left Bundle Branch Block)

Using Specific Disease to 
Confirm saahEKG’s Bundle 

Branch Wave
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*P2,P4,P7, heartbeats contain normal BB wave.  Low Amplitude [green arrow]. 
*P3,P6,heartbeats missing/disappeared BB wave.  [RED arrow].  BB wave hidden within QRS due to delay. 
*P5,P8,heartbeats BB waves hidden in QRS [orange arrow].  Half of BB wave can be observed as notched QRS.  Anatomically speaking, the BB 
wave first conducts or travels left, then right.  This indicates a Left Bundle Branch Block [LBBB].  This case can be used as confirmation of saah 
EKG’s HV interval wavelet as representative of the Bundle Branches. 
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Case Two

LBBB
Using Specific Disease to Confirm 
SaahEKG’s Bundle Branch Wave
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Every heartbeat:  
only Bundle of His 
wave present.  BB 
wave completely 
disappeared.  
[PURPLE arrow] very 
slight curvature of BB 
wave present.
[RED arrow] BB wave 
nonexistent.  
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Case Three

WPW [Wolff-Parkinson-White Syndrome]

(before & after RFA)
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Before RFA                                                     After  RFA                         

WPW 
Characteristic:  
Delta-wave located 
in QRS complex.

Before RFA:  
[light purple highlight]  
HV interval wavelets 
disappeared and hidden 
within wide QRS complex.  

After RFA:  
Bundle of His & Bundle 
branch wavelets reappear.  
QRS narrows. 
[green highlight].  
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Thank You for Your Time.


